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Step up to tee up

Robots that kill
The Peacock Room opened
its doors to mad confetti
last Friday- SEE VARIETY, AB

UC-F-golfer goes from newcomer to
team leader in one season -SEE sPORTS,A6
CRIME

Urine
luck for

MISSING PIECES

WHEN LIFE
GIVES YOU

agood

It took police 45 minutes to convince a
man in Indiana to leave his home after
he fled the scene of a robbery.The man
stole $1750froma lemonade stand ran
by 12-year-old Dominique Morefield.
Morefield chased the robber down, but
he ran into his home.She
said she wiU continue
her lemonade

musical
Urinetown opens today

sales.

JOHN HOHENSEE
Contributing Writer

In the future, when urinating on the
streets is outlawed, only outlaws urinate on the street. That is the idiosyncratic premise of the Tony award winning musical Urinetown, which is
being preformed at the UCF Conservatory Theatre starting today and running through Sunday, June 29.
Urinetown takes place in a dystopian future where water is such a rarity
the corrupt corporations in charge of
water distribution forces those who
wish to relieve themselves to pay
money at designated public restrooms
for the privilege to pee. Those who
attempt to find ways around paying
urination fees by relieving themselves
in the streets and other areas outside of
the sanctioned bathrooms are arrested
immediately and dragged off to the
mysterious of Urinetown, never to be
seen again.
Complications arise when Bobby
Strong, a handsome assistant who
works at the city's most filthy public
urinal, kidnaps Hope Caldwell, the
naive and pretty daughter of Caldwell
B. Caldwell - president of the Urine

POLITICS
')

In the town of Pillsbury, North Dakota,all
elected officials gotto keep their jobs
during the last batch of elections.The
reason is because nobody showed up to
the polls, not even the people on the
ballot"Everybody has got ajob and
they're busy," said Mayor Darrel
Brudevold. He has been mayor of the
small faITTJing community for 12 years.
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COURTESY ORANGE COUNTY SHERIFF'SOFFICE

LEARN HOW TO BRING
THE 'WOW'TO AJOB
INTERVIEW TODAY
Learn practical strategies for all sorts of
interviews at the Career Services office.
The session begins at 3 p.m. today. The
session will go over how to put the
"wow'' in an interview, as well as the
various skills needed by students.
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LAKELAND COUPLE
CHARGED WITH
MURDER STILL MISSING

,,

~

Authorities are searching for a
Lakeland couple charged with firstdegree murder in the deaths of two
step-brothers.The Polk County Sheriff's
Office said Wednesday that the
suspects were traveling with a rented
U-Haul truck with Arizona plates.

FIRST DAY OF LEGAL ,
GAY MARRIAGES
BRINGS IN HUNDREDS
All 58 counties in the state of
California began issuing official
marriage licenses on Tuesday,
following an order from the state's
highest court.Walk-up windows were
opened to help with the traffic.
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The Orange County Sheriff's Office released the above sketches of 4"persons of interest'' in Nicole Ganguzza's case Tuesday night. Investigators hope they can provide answers.
GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

'Persons of interest'
may provide answers
TARA YOUNG
News Editor

As Nicole Ganguzza's family and
friends said their last tearful goodbyes
to Nicole on Monday evening,
sheriffs investigators continue to
work around the clock to bring her
case to a close.
On Monday from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
Ganguzza's family held a viewing
service at Baldwin-Fairchild Comway
Chapel funeral home, where hundreds of people came together to pay
their respects to the victim. Her body
will be buried in New Jersey, her
home state.
"She was the type of person that
made things better," said mental
health therapy master's student John

COURTESY BRYCE HAGEDORN

Nicole Ganguzza poses with her dog. Officials are
looking into four"persons of interest'' for leads.

Strickland, 24, in an e-mail interview.
"She was always smiling, always
happy. She radiated joy and love all
around her. She was truly a rare person upon this earth, so pure and full of
life. One of the most amazing people I
have ever met. She loved everyone
regardless of who they were."
Ganguzza, 26, a UCF graduate student in the marriage and family coun-

seling program, was found dead
Wednesday, June ll, about two miles
from Jay Blanchard I?ark off Dean
road. She was reported missing by her
husband, Brendan Ganguzza, 31, Tuesday evening after never returning
from a jog.
Orange County Sheriffs officials
held another news conference on
Monday afternoon. Deputy Carlos
Padilla, who led the briefing, reiterated the need for anyone with any information to call in. According to the
Orlando Sentinel, Padilla said that
more than 100 tips have already been
phoned in about the case.
"At the risk of sounding like we're
repeating ourselves, we're asking people to call in anything they think that
may be helpful to us," Padilla said
Padilla also said that at this point
there is no link between Clemente
PLEASE SEE
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Simulator to train potential teachers
DANIEL WALSH
Contributing Writer

UCF, in a partnership with Lockheed Martin, is improving a classroom simulator prototype in order to
screen and train potential teachers.
The partnership was announced
on May 1 at the Academy for Teaching, Learning and Leadership on
UCF's main campus. Since the
announcement, Lockheed Martin has

worked with UCF's Institute of Simulation and Training, Computer Science and students from the Interactive Performance Lab to enhance the
prototype.
'We'd like to take issues, such as
fidelity, to the next level," said Nettie
Johnson, communications director for
Lockheed Martin. 'We're looking at
leveraging some of the technology
from Lockheed Martin to work in
conjunction with technology already
J

developed at UCF."
Lockheed also wants to research
alongside UCF for the overall benefit
of young students. "It's really important to have our education system
grow and evolve to where it should
be," said Michael Kalif of Lockheed
Martin, who has helped improve the
prototype since the partnership.
Lockheed Martin brings experiPLEASESEE VIRTUAL ON A5

Stephanie Lloyd and Brock Yurich pose for a photo
shoot to promote Urinetown, which opens today.

Women's
issues push
•
campaign
GORETTI DUNCKER
Contributing Writer

For the past few weeks, students
from Professor Meredith Tweed's
women's studies course have been
voicing their opinions about the presidential candidates in the upcoming
election.
Classmates Deborah Bernacett and
Suzie Lovinsky have devoted several
hours each day asking for student support of Planned Parenthood's One Million Strong Campaign.
Supporters of One Million Strong
are working to mobilize one million
pro-choice citizens to ·vote for a candidate who supports options such as
abortion, contraceptives and birth control. Members of Planned Parenthood
reflect on the current president's ineffective reign regarding these topics.
"Under the administration of President Bush, women have seen access to
basic health care like birth control
become increasingly unaffordable and
PLEASESEE
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Learn how to wow an interviewer
Learn practical strategies for
all sorts of interviews at the
Career Services office.
The session begins at 3 p.m.
today. The session will cover
how to perfect the skills needed
in a modem job interview, and
the tricks to "wow" the interviewer.
Call 407-823-2361 for more
information.
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Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the editorial staff
or the Uni~ administration. All content is property of
the Centro/ Florida Future and may not be reprinted in pan
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FAAST camp will help those in need
The FAAST Center at UCF
is offering a technology-based
summer program beginning
Friday at 9 am. at Disney's
Magic Kingdom.
The program seeks to educate children between ages
three and six with development
disabilities and assistive technology needs.
E-mail jkent@mail.ucf.edu
for more information.
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Learn how to tum it in correctly
Learn how to tum it in the
correct way with a session hosted by the Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning. The
session will cover the Web site
turnitin.com.
It begins at 1 p.m. on Monday
in Classroom 1, Room 207.
Call 407-823-3544 for more
information.
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Keep local with headlines
you may have missed
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Lakeland couple cha~ed with firstdegree murder still missing
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Staff Photographers
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BARTOW - Authorities are
searching for a Lakeland couple
charged with first-degree murder in the deaths of two stepbrothers.
The ·Polk County Sheriff's
Office said Wednesday that 38year-old John Odom and 32year-old Susan Wallen are with
Wallen's two children. They are
traveling in a rented U-Haul
truck with an Arizona license
plate. Authorities believe they
are in Auburn, Ala
The couple is accused of
murdering 30-year-old Henry
Bruder and 42-year-old Dion
White. The sheriff's office said
Bruder was found shot to death
inside his Lakeland home Saturday. White's body was found
under brush near the home.
Police in Ocala said they
recovered Bruder's car at a
motel near Interstate 75. Investigators believe Odom and
Wallen fled Ocala in the rented
U-Haul.
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Egyptian student pleads gui~
after showing how to make bomb

•

General Manager
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TAMPA - An Egyptian college student who videotaped
himself showing how to tum a
remote-controlled car into a
bomb detonator has pleaded
guilty in Tampa to supporting
terrorists.
Ahmed Abdellatif Sherif
Mohamed is one of two former
University of South Florida students arrested in South Carolina
last August. He entered the
guilty plea at a hearing Wednesday.
Prosecutors said Mohamed
agreed to plead guilty to providing material support to terrorists. In exchange, prosecutors
will drop six other charges
against him.
He faces up to 15 years in
prison when he is sentenced in
August.
The video was found on a
laptop computer in the car he
was driving when deputies
pulled
him
over
near
Charleston. Deputies say they
also found pipe bomb ingredients in the trunk.

One free copy ofthe CentralFlorida Future
permitted per issue. If available,
additional copies may be purchased from
our office with prior approval for $1 each.
Newspaper theft is a crime. Violators

Lakeland man arrested for having
connections to mall shooting

may be subject to dvil and criminal
prosecution and/or University
discipline.

LAKELAND - One man is
behind bars in connection with
the shooting at the Lakeland
Square mall.
Police say 18-year-old Ariel
Scott is charged with attempted
murder, shooting in an occupied
dwelling and carrying a concealed firearm. Three other suspects are still at large.
His first court appearance
will be Thursday. Scott's mother
declined comment.
Shots were fired Tuesday
afternoon inside the mall near
the food court area Police say
Scott and the other suspects
PLEASE SEE
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LET US KNOW
LOCAL WEATHER
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ISOLATED
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High:92°
Low:74°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Friday

Today: A30-percent chance of show-

PARTLY CLOUDY

ers and thunderstorms. West southwest winds at 10 mph.
Tonight: Thunderstorms should continue into the evening. Southwest
winds at 9 mph.,

High:94°
Low:7S 0

High: ss 0
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 74°
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The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club, 1
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus •
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centraltloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday •
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edi"
.., ..
tion.
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Economist expects the U.S. dollar to strengthen
ANDREA CANTERBURY
Contributing Writer
J

The dollar is weakening
while oil prices are skyrocketing, and UCF students are
among those affected by the
sluggish economy.
According to the Energy
Information Administration,
the current average price for
regular gasoline in Florida is
$4.019. In April, the average
price was $3.614, and within
one year the price increased
$1.061. The EIA Web site projects oil prices rising only
higher in the coming months.
Jessica West, a senior biology major, works at Disney
and said she isn't making what
she use to because people just
aren't driving and vacationing
like they normally do.
"The thought of going to

work and not
making money
- it makes it
not worth it,"
West said.
According
to the Travel
Industry
Snaith
Association,
the cost of
travel increased 6.7 percent in
May.
West said she is definitely
considering buying a bike to
help curb fuel costs and that
she is looking for positive
changes to the economy in the
near future.
"I hope that people care
enough about themselves and
can start to realize the way
that this is affecting them
instead of just putting these
things off and pushing them to
the back, saying 'Aww, there's

nothing I can do about it,
there's nothing I can do about
it,"' West said. "That's the attitude - that's where we are."
But while some students
are considering money-saving
alternatives, others might just
be wondering what is going
on with the economy and rising costs.
"I think there's a number of
factors that play into why
energy prices have gone up,"
said Sean Snaith, the director
of the UCF Institute for Economic Competitiveness. "One
reason certainly is global
demand - it's higher than it
has been historically. The
emergence of India, China
and major economic powers
has resulted in higher levels of
demand than was historically
the case."
Snaith is an economist who

writes reports on the current
and future outlook of the U.S.
economy. In his second-quarter forecast for 2008, Snaith
says while the economy will
get worse, it will also get better by 2010.
"Every slow-down comes
to an end and every recession,
if in fact real recession, gives
way to the next expansion,"
Snaith said.
Currently, the economy is
facing a depreciating dollar
and that means bad news for
student consumers.
According to the Financial
Management Service of the
U.S. Department of the Treasury, $1 equaled .6920 British
pounds in May 2001. In May
2007, the rate changed to
.5100. This May, the rate was
.5050.
Snaith said "a weak dollar"

SummerStage to have 3 plays
FROM

,
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•
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Good Company - in retaliation for
Bobby's father being thrown into
Urinetown.
Throughout the musical, there
are numerous parodies of American
culture, ranging from environmental hysteria to cynical takes on contemporary musicals such as West
Side Story, Les Miserables and Guys
and Dolls, to more archaic targets
for parody such as Threepenny
Opera. and other socialist theater
from the 1930s and the 19th century
economist Thomas Malthus.
Urinetown originally opened on
Broadway on Sept. 20, 2001, and
closed on Jan. 18, 2004. Despite the
fact that the show received 10 Tony
award nominations and won three,
the show remains relatively obscure
to the general public, and for that
reason the show's director, Mark
Brotherton, decided to pick Urinetown.
"Urinetown is about ... what
drives people to finally revolt and
say 'you can't do this anymore,"'
Brotherton said. However, he added
the show is a cautionary tale.
"Just because you have a great
idea how to save the world, [that
idea] might not be the best way to
save it," Brotherton said
Urinetown is the first of three
pieces being performed at UCF
Conservatory
Theatre's
SummerStage season, along with
Unloved, a revue that explores love
in all of it its forms, and Leading
Ladies, a cross-dressing romp by
Ken Ludwing that starts on July 10.
The SummerStage is a program
designed to give students a chance
to learn their craft in a professional
atmosphere without being inconvenienced by classes and other distractions that occur during the regular school year. To help with the
experience, SummerStage brings in
guest talent Tad and Kate Ingram
and Christopher Niess to help stu-

GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kyle Adkins (Lockstock}, Brock Yurich (Bobby Strong} and Lacey Angerosa (Little Sally) all pose for a
photo shoot to promote the UCF Conservatory Theatre's rendition of the award-winning play Urinetown.

dents learn.
"[SummerStage] gives them a
real experience with professional
people brought in," Niess said. ·~
much as possible, we try to give
them a taste of how typical theaters
are run in the professional world."
According to Niess, the program
forces the students to rehearse in a
shorter amount of time while at the
same time working 12-hour shifts.
"We come in and work long
hours every day. It's crazy - we get
an hour for lunch and an hour and a

half for dinner, but I really wouldn't
have it be any other way," Lacey
Angerosa, a musical theater major,
said. She plays the role of Little Sally,
a street urchin who co-narrates the
show.
Urinetown premieres at the UCF
Conservatory Theatre on June 19
and runs through June 29. Ticket
prices are $17 for general admission
and $10 for students. The UCF Conservatory Theatre box office can be
reached at 407-823-1500 on weekdays between 12 p.m. and 5 p.m.

ior in response to $4 a gallon
gasoline. He said consumers
are going to remember the
high gas prices and therefore
think twice before buying an
SUV or truck for their next
car.
So, if students are being
affected, what can they do to
ease the pain?
Snaith said students should
carpool to class or borrow a
more fuel-efficient car in order
to minimize costs. If students
are able and willing to ride a
bike, he said, they should consider it as a viable option.
These alternatives might be
the solution for students trying
to ease the effects of surging
fuel and energy costs.
Snaith's entire 2008 U.S.
Economic Forecast can be
found
by
visiting
http://www.iec.ucf.edu.

FDLE asked to rush case
FROM

Al

describes the exchange rate
between the dollar and multiple currencies from around
the world. For example, if $1
equaled .50 British pounds, it
would take $2 to trade for one
British pound. He said if the
dollar continues to weaken,
more American currency
would b_ave to be exchanged.
"That means that for anything that's priced in Euros,
whether it's a hotel room or a
pair of Birkenstocks, the dollar price of those kind of items
priced in Euros goes up," he
said.
Snaith expects the dollar to
strengthen within the next six
to 12 months as a result of the
Federal Reserve Bank ceasing
interest rate cuts. Snaith also
said he anticipates prices to go
down over time as a result of
people changing their behav-

Al

Garcia, 20, who was arrested last
Thursday in connection with a September 2007 rape case in the same
area, and Ganguzza's case. Garcia
remains in Orange County jail without
bail
''Right now there is nothing to indicate that he is involved in the attack on
Mrs. Ganguzza," Padilla said "Except
for the close proximity of where the
crime he is being charged with
occurred, once again there is nothing
to indicate him being involved in the
Ganguzza case. They're not ruling him
out completely - we haven't said that
he is being completely ruled out.
They're looking at all the evidence
now."
Padilla also announced that
although the Sheriff's Department
does know the official cause of death,
they have chosen not to release that
information at this point.
''For the results, they do know how
it occurred, they haven't released that
yet," Padilla said. "That's something
that they want to hold onto because,
keep in mind that only two people
know exactly what happened. Right
now, unfortunately, one is deceased
and the other one is still out there in
the streets running around"
Padilla said that Blanchard Park is
frequented by a lot of transients and
homeless people, who have all been
ruled out at this point.
'"Ibese individuals were contacted
and they were spoken to and right now
there is nothing to indicate that they
were involved, and ifanybody saw anything to call because right now there is
nothing to indicate that this is a traveler," Padilla said '"This is an individual
that may very well live in the area or
knows the area very well, especially
the park"
He also ruled out the possibility of
the suspect being one of her colleagues.
''Nothing to indicate that anybody
that she worked with or that she may
have actually counseled or anybody

TIP LINE
If anyone has any information on the case or
about the men pictured in the sketches, please call
the Sheriff's Office or the Crimeline number at

1-800-423-TIPS
that goes to school at UCF - there's
nothing to indicate that they committed this crime;' Padilla said
However, one thing, he said, was
certain about the suspect.
''What we're looking at is an individual that has no qualms with taking
a life, we know that much," Padilla
said.
Despite Monday's unknown leads,
Tuesday
evening
investigators
released four sketches of ''persons of
interests" in the case, opening up four
possible avenues to fmding answers.
The four men were seen near Blanchard Park on the day leading up to
and on the day of Ganguzza's disappearance.
According to the Sentinel, Padilla
said that the men may not necessarily
be suspects.
'We're not calling them suspects,"
Padilla said '"Ibere's nothing to indicate they are suspects. They might
have seen or heard something."
According to the Sentinel, investigators have asked the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement to
rush the analysis of evidence in the
case.
"A lot of evidence has been sent
over to the FDLE lab so they're looking
at a lot of things here and some things
are time consuming so that's one ofthe
things we have to wait for," Padilla said
The Sentinel also reports that the
FDLE have asked for help from the FBL
"Tests are still coming in. So we're
looking at everything and anything
that comes in," Padilla said
If anyone has any information on
the case or about the men pictured in
the sketches, please call the Sheriff's
Office or the Crimeline number at 1800-423-TIPS.
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were seen running from the
scene. A motive has not been
determined
The victim, 18-year-old
Andre Maurice Warner, is in
stable condition in a hospital
He was the only person
injured
Meanwhile, authorities are
looking over surveillance
footage to get more information for their investigation.

12-year-old ~irl and 14-year-old
boy still missing in Deland area
DELAND - Authorities
are looking for a 12-year-old
girl and 14-year-old boy last
seen in Central Florida.
An Amber Alert was
issued Wednesday for Angela
Ragins and James Ragins.
Both were last seen in the
DeLand area.
Authorities say the children may be with 36-year-old
James Ragins. He's described
as 6 feet 2, with brown hair
and brown eyes. They were
seen traveling in a white 1990
Chevrolet Blazer with a champagne stripe down the side.
It's not immediately known
if the three are related
The girl is described as
having blonde hair and green
eyes. The boy has blonde hair
and blue eyes.

Man crashes car with baby
inside into Orlando fire station
ORLANDO - A baby is
safe after his father crashed
the family car into a Central
Florida fire station.
Fire rescue spokesman
John Mulhall says the car
crossed the front lawn early
Wednesday morning and
drove into the front of Station
51 in Orlando.
Toe 5-month-old baby was
in a car seat and not injured
Toe father also wasn't injured
It's not clear why the man
drove into the station. His
name has not been released
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Requirements for scholarships in
Tennessee schools to drop soon

•
•
•
•

NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Gov.
Phil Bredesen has signed into
law bills to revise the state's lottery scholarship retention
rules and expand availability of
home-based care.
College students will now
only need to maintain a 2.75
grade point average to keep
their scholarships through
their junior years, down from
the previous 3.0 requirement.
The changes were made
after a study by the Tennessee
Higher Education Commission showed that half of all stu.dents lost their scholarships
after their first year in college.
The long-term care law
seeks to redirect more
resources to home and community-based care over the
next decade. Toe state currently spends.almost all of its $12
billion long-term care budget
on nursing homes.
Bredesen, a Democrat,
signed the long-term care bill
into law on Tuesday and
planned a six-stop tour for ceremonial bill signings around
the state.
Toe governor signed the
lottery scholarship bill and several other measures into law
late last week. They include a
bill to legalize and regulate
mixed martial arts fights in
Tennessee through the creation of a Tennessee Athletic
Commission.
Toe governor's approval
came despite concerns over a
provision to require half of any
money beyond that needed to
operate the commission go
toward grants to NCAA Division I wrestling programs in
Tennessee.
New jury selections rules
approved by the governor will
jettison several automatic
exemptions, including for
potential jurors who claimed
to be "habitual drunkards."
Toe changes suggested by
the Tennessee Judicial Council
will also get rid of a requirement that potential jurors'
names be drawn out of a box
by a child younger than 10, or
by a blindfolded adult.

..
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Kelly McAlister, left, and Marci Burba, right, hold up their right hands as they take the
oath. The couple got married on Tuesday along with hundreds of same sex couples.

First day of official marriages
for gay couples in California

Man who killed wife and
daughter Googled method first

SAN FRANCISCO Wearing everything from Tshirts to tuxedos and lavish
gowns, hundreds of same-sex
couples rushed to county
clerks' offices throughout
California to obtain marriage
licenses and exchange vows
as last-minute legal challenges to gay marriage failed
All 58 counties began issuing licenses Tuesday following an order from the state's
highest court.
San Diego County, typically a Republican stronghold,
added four walk-up windows
and assigned 78 employees to
issue marriage licenses, up
from the usual 19. It issued
230 licenses on Tuesday,
breaking its previous singleday record of 176 on Valentine's Day 2005.
Some couples came from
out of state. Unlike Massachusetts, the only other state
to legalize gay marriage, California has no residency
requirement for a marriage
license.
Many gay activists are
likening the moment to the
1967 Summer of Love, when
young people from across the
country converged on California in what came to be
regarded as the birth of the
counterculture.
One conservative activist
said an effort to pass a constitutional amendment in the
fall that would outlaw gay
marriage again in California
could fail if opponents came
on too strong.
In a shady plaza in Bakersfield, where the county clerk
stopped officiating at marriages altogether rather than
preside over same-sex ceremonies, newlyweds wearing
Cinderella-style gowns and
matching tuxedos were ·
showered with rose petals
while a photographer who
set up on a park bench
offered to snap wedding portraits.
Although some couples
said they preferred to wait
until after the election
because they feared their
marriages would nullified at
the ballot box, others said
they wanted to make history,
especially if the opportunity
to get married could be lost.
A recent Field Poll
showed that Californians
favor granting gays the right
to marry 51 percent to 42 percent. It was the first time in30
years of California polling
that the scales tipped in that
direction.
In a sign of the growing
political support for samesex marriage, the Los Angeles City Council president,
the mayor of Sacramento and
at least two state lawmakers
agreed to officiate at the weddings of staff members and
friends.

WOBURN, Mass. - A
police detective testified
Tuesday that a laptop computer taken from the home of
a British man accused of
killing his wife and 9-monthold daughter was used to
search online for ''how to kill
with a knife" four days before
the slayings.
Medford police Detective
Lawrence James, a computer
expert, said the Google
search was done on Jan. 16,
2006. Neil Entwistle has
pleaded not guilty to murder
charges stemming from the
killing of his 27-year-old wife,
Rachel, and their daughter,
Lillian Rose, in their rented
Hopkinton home on Jan 20,
2006.
Toe 29-year-old Entwistle
told police he returned home
from shopping to find the
victims dead in a bed in the
master bedroom.
Prosecutors,
however,
sought to indicate that
Entwistle was planning to kill
his wife and child, saying that
he researched methods of
murder and suicide in the
days before he fatally shot
them.
James is expected to testify more about Entwistle's
computer use Wednesday.
Judge Diane Kottmyer ruled
Tuesday that prosecutors
will be allowed to present
evidence that Entwistle
trolled the Internet looking
for sex in the days before the
slayings.
James testified in previous
court filings that Entwistle
allegedly looked for local
escort services using search
terms that included "halfpriced escorts,'' and that he
joined a ·Web group called
'¼dult Friend Finder," where
he exchanged e-mails with
women saying he was looking for a "discreet" sexual
relationship.
A chemist also testified
Tuesday that Entwistle's
DNA was found on the handle ofthe .22-caliber handgun
used in the shootings, while
his wife's DNA was found on
the muzzle.
Prosecutors say Entwistle
stole his father-in-law's gun
from his home in Carver,
used it to kill his wife and
daughter at their home in
Hopkinton, then returned the

Olympic torch to reach Tibet on
Saturday, security planned
BEIJING - Organizers of
the Olympic torch relay say
the flame will reach Tibet on
Saturday in a one-day stop
that has been shrouded in
secrecy.

Toe torch will reach
Lhasa after winding through
Xinjiang province, also in
China's restive west.
The torch was originally
supposed to go through Tibet
Wednesday or Thursday. It's
not clear why the date was
changed
A violent uprising in ethnic Tibetan areas throughout
China in March led to a security clampdown in the region.
Toe stop, originally set for
three days, was cut to one
earlier last month to make
way for a switch in the visit to
Sichuan province, the site of a
devastating May 12 earthquake.
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gun.

Entwistle's father-in-law,
Joseph Matterazzo, testified
earlier Neil Entwistle handled his guns when they
went target practicing in the
months before the killings.

Israel and Hamas sign ceasefire, Egypt to help both sides
JERUSALEM - Israel and
Hamas pledged to start a
cease-fire Thursday in a bid
to end a year of fighting that
has killed more than 400
Palestinians
and
seven
Israelis. The deal comes as
Israel also urged Lebanon to
open peace talks.
Toe cease-fire is expected
to be followed next week by
an Israeli easing of its blockade of Gaza, Israeli government spokesmanMarkRegev
said Talks to release an Israeli
soldier held by Hamas will
then intensify, Regev said
Egypt, which brokered the
talks, announced a six-month
agreement on Tuesday, saying it would begin Thursday
at 6 a.m. Hamas confirmed
the deal shortly afterward
Egypt has committed as
part of the deal to stop the
smuggling of arms and
weapons from its territory
into Gaza, Israeli defense officials said A U.S. military engineering corps is to aid the
Egyptian efforts, the officials
said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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A new law that increases
student loans and extends
repayment time is surprising
UCF students and parents.
President Bush signed HR
5715, the Ensuring Continued
Access to Student Loans Act of
2008, on May 7. The new law
increased the unsubsidized
Federal Stafford Loan annual
limit to $2,000 for undergraduate dependent students whose
parents are not qualified for a
Parent PLUS Loan.
Before H.R 5715 was signed
into a law, freshmen and sophomores had access to an additional $4,000. Now the amount
has increased to $6,000. The
limit for seniors has also
increased from $5,000 to
$7,000.
The loan also increased
aggregate loan limits (the total
loan limit over the course of a
student's education) from
$23,000 to $31,000 for dependent undergraduates, and from
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$46,000 to $57,500 for independent undergraduates.
Gabriella Torres, a junior
biology major, also did not
expect the new law and said it
was helpful to students.
''With an economic depression and a conservative president, I expected all sorts of cuts
on federal student aid funding,"
Torres said "I have friends who
would have been forced to take
private loans iffederal loan limits had decreased, but they
often offer higher interest rates
and it would have not been
good"
"I think it is great they are
cutting parents a break to help
finance student loans," said
Colleen Maguire, mother of an
upcoming UCF student who
will seek student loans next
year. "l'm surprised it was
passed; it seems as if everything passed under Bush's
administration has made my
life worse, not better."
Richard
House,
the
accounting coordinator for the
Finance and
Accounting

Virtual classroom
allows for practice
Al

ogy major, said even though the ·
increase is only for unsubsidized loans and not for subsidized, the change still has positive effects.
"It is good either way
because most students don't
have time to work full-time and
need extra money to pay for
things like housing expenses
and meal plans,'' Harper said
Previously, parent borrowers had to start repaying Federal PLUS Loans 60 days after the
money was disbursed. The
new act allows parents to start
payments six months after the
child's graduation, enabling
families going through economic hardships to recover
financially. Under H.R. 5715,
parents with temporal delinquencies of up to 180 days on
home mortgages or medical
debt can also temporarily classify for PLUS Loans.
Paul Nyberg, a junior
microbiology major, said he
thinks this move on the government's part will help the country's economy.

"If the government facilitates access to education. there
will be progress because there
will be more educated people,"
Nyberg said ''Without an education, it is more likely for a
person to belong to a lower
class; a larger lower class
means more poverty."
Lisa Minnick, the associate
director of the Office of Student Financial Assistance, said
the new act is beneficial for
UCF students.
"It will prevent them from ·
having to borrow from the
costlier private college loans, or
at least, reduce their reliance
on the private student loans,"
Minnick said. "The average
loan indebtedness for UCF
undergraduate students is currently lower than both the current and new aggregate loan
limits though, but it will still
help."
House said the new adopted
loan's limits and flexibilities are
beneficial only to a certain
extent
''I have students who sit in

my office before graduating
with a debt of about $50,000 or
even $60,0000 in loans and
have no idea how they are
going to pay it back." House
said. "They borrow large
amounts without even knowing how to budget their
expenses."
House advises students only
to borrow what they need, to
think about their career paths
and how it will help them repay
the loans. He said loans are still
reinforced even after filing for
bankruptcy, so the best strategy
is to borrow responsibly.
For the past five years, President Bush has proposed budget cuts to education funding: In
2006, he proposed a budget
that entirely eliminated the
Perkins Loan. but his efforts
have continuously been unsuccessful in Congress. In fact, the
House set the stage for a more
affordable education through
an overwhelming approval of
the
Ensuring
Continued
Access to Student Loans Act of
2008.

Supporters want choice candidate
FROM

problems in classrooms."
So far, the main topic subence and a wealth of knowl- ject focus at the virtual classedge in the field of simulation room has been algebra. 'We're
technology to UCF. Lockheed trying to stimulate education,
Martin manufactures different especially in the math and scisimulation programs. in pro- ences field," Kalif said.
The virtual classroom can
fessional fields, including military, aeronautic and commer- be used for many subjects, but
cial, the majority resting on remains focused on algebra
military.
because algebra is required in
The virtual simulator is the order to graduate from high
brainchild of Lisa Dieker, school. ·~gebra is the gateMichael Hynes, other col- keeper for diplomas," Dieker
leagues from the College of said. "Failing algebra yields a
Education and students from 300 percent chance of dropUCF's Institute of Simulation ping out of high school."
The virtual classroom's
and Training. The virtual
classroom is located within contributors say the classthe College of Education and room has many advantages to
teaching a real classroom.
is open three days a week Monday, Wednesday and Fri- "You can make a mistake, go
day - during the summer. back in, do it again, and the
The simulator isn't restricted students will forgive you,"
to education majors, so any- Hynes said
The virtual classroom is an
one is allowed to participate.
People who have thought ideal training ground for firstabout becoming education time teachers, according to
majors are encouraged to try Dieker. "Speaking as an educator, the main advantage of the
the simulator.
Teachers face a screen, simulator over teaching a tanwhich displays a classroom , gible classroom is that no
of five students with the child is put at risk."
Dieker said the virtual
behaviors of urban, middle
school students. The teacher classroom encourages teachdiscusses the lesson and ers by allowing them a second
communicates through a chance. "First-year teachers
headset. The personalities of make mistakes and this prothe students are based on gram allows you to make
resear,ch of reoccurring per- those mistakes and learn from
sonas in middle school stu- them,'' Dieker said.
''.At this point, we're sure we
dents. A UCF student acts as
an avatar, transforming into are the first in the U.S. to do
any of the five students something at this level of
throughout the lesson. The teacher education,'' Dieker
avatar adds to the realism of said.
As of now, the virtual classthe classroom and prevents
the teacher from ignoring room is .used as a training
any one student, adding a device for teachers, but both
Dieker and Hynes agree it
sense of uncertainty.
''Each child in the simulator could be used as a screening
has a particular personality device.
"It could be possible to
that reacts differently to how
people treat them,'' Hynes recruit teachers by putting the
said. "Teachers need to recog- simulator in a public place and
nize different personalities letting people try it," Hynes
and know how to treat stu- said. "Most people agree there
dents so they don't trigger is great potential for this to
misbehavior. It's many differ- provide effective and efficient
ent behaviors that causes training for teachers."
FROM

office, works with students
who borrow Federal Perkins
Loans at UCF. House said the
Stafford Loan is the most popular.
"Only 873 students currently enrolled at UCF borrow a
Federal Perkins Loan," House
said. "This number is small
because the most popular is the
Stafford Loan. Stafford Loans
offer the most money that is
affordable for students, with
lowest interest rates."
There are two types of
Stafford Loans: subsidized and
unsubsidized loans. When a
student borrows a subsidized
loan, the government pays the
interest while the borrower is
in school, which is different
from an unsubsidized loan,
where the student is held
responsible for interest rates
before and after graduation.
However, the act increased the
amount available only for
unsubsidized Stafford Loans
and not subsidized Stafford
Loans.
Gavin 'Harper, a senior biol-

Al

inaccessible. They've seen
federal and state governments pour more than $1.5
billion into ineffective and
dangerous abstinence-untilmarriage programs that do
nothing to prevent unintended pregnancies, even as teen
pregnancy continues at crisis
levels," said Jenna Cawley,
director of education at the
Planned Parenthood of
Greater Orlando.
Supporters of One Million Strong hope to elect a
president who will salvage
safe sex and birth control
practices. To ensure this,
supporters are educating
women about the record on
women's heath topics that
candidates like John McCain
have taken.
"Senator John McCain has
a zero percent voting record
with the Planned Parenthood Action Fund, which
means that every time Senator McCain has had the
opportunity to vote for common sense healthcare solutions to decrease the number
of unintended and teen pregnancies or the spread of HIV
and other STDs, he has voted
in opposition,'' Cawley said.
At first students took on
One Million Strong to complete their service-learning
requirement, but the campaign has proved impacting
to many of them.
"We were given a list of
organizations to do our service-learning project, and
VOX [Voices for Planned
Parenthood] really stood out
to us,'' Bemacett said.
"We got in contact with
Jenna Cawley, who brought
the idea to us. And now we
are going around spreading
the news. Now that we're out
of the primaries and headed
to the main election and we
want people to understand
that McCain would not be
the
best
president,"
Bemacett said.
She and other classmates
said that they have made a

GORETTI DUNCKER/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Women's studies students Suzie Lovinsky (left) and Deborah Bemacett rallied outside the Student Union to get support for One Million Strong.

promise to vote for a prochoice president, and are
encouraging everyone to do
the same.
"I am very democratic
and I am definitely supporting Obama in his platform.
That's why I jumped on the
bandwagon," Lovinsky said.
By November, she hopes
to accomplish something she
feels the country has needed
for a long time: change.
"I want people to realize
that women's health and
women's issues are a big
concern, it doesn't only
affect women in the United
States, but it affects women
worldwide," Lovinsky said.
Lovinsky's women's studies course has affected her
views not only about
women's health, but about
politics as well.
"Not many women know
a lot about their own bodies,

and it shows that the medical
field is too industrialized,
and our health has become a
business,'' Lovinsky said.
"Before women's studies I
would hear people talking
about feminism and I myself
said that I was a feminist
without knowing really what
that was. I thought it was
about girl power and antiman, but it is deeper. It's
about stopping oppression."
Junior Sameerah Finney,
and senior Stephanie Christian have chosen to join the
campaign. They say that discrimination against women
still exists.
"I've worked at McDonald's for two years and
there's never been a female
who's been promoted to a
manager position,'' Finney
said.
Christian said men get
higher positions more often

than women do.
"When I asked about a
raise, the manager joked it
off," Christian said. "Three
months later a male got the
opportunity for a raise."
Other students, such as
Samarah Green-Troupe, said
they chose to support One
Million Strong as to not
infringe on other women's
rights.
"We are separated by
church and state. Believing
that you shouldn't have an
abortion is a religious belief.
Although I probably wouldn't have an abortion, I don't
want to say what another
woman should do,'' Green'Iroupe said. 'We always criticize other cultures, but we
will equally be terrorists by
forcing women not to make
their own choices. Next we
will be forcing women to
wear veils."
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The University of Central
Florida Health Services
Wellness Center is seeking a
biofeedback consultant.

1PM-5PM

Practice Exam THURSDAY,6/26
6PM-10PM
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at the Courtyard
by Marriott UCF
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Comprehensive
program $795

ii

including materials

Minimum requirements: Pursuing or completed an undergraduate or
graduate degree in a related field. Preferences: A student who is in the
counseling/psychology/social work field interested in teaching fellow UCF
students relaxation skills through the use of biofeedback equipment.
Training will occur this summer and we are looking for a minimum of one
year commitment with the expectation to work 1 5-20 hours per week. In
addition to the hourly wage, this position might include a partial tuition
fee waiver as a graduate assistant.
The deadline to submit an application is Thursday, 6/19/08.

If interested, please contact:
Valeska Wilson
407-823-2811
vlwilson@mail.ucf.edu.
EO/AA Employer
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TIGER WOODS OUT FOR YEAR
WITH FRACTURES,TORN ACL
TigerWoods said Wednesday he will
have season-ending knee surgery,
revealing he has had atom ligament in
his left knee since last July.
He also suffered a double stress
fracture of his left tibia while preparing
to return to the PGA Tour last month,
which was the source of his pain at
Torrey Pines when he won the U.S.
Open.
"Now,it is dear that the right thing to
do is to listen to my doctors,follow
through with this surgery and focus my
attention on rehabilitating my knee,"
Woods said in a statement on his Web
site.

He had arthroscopic surgery April 15
to dean out cartilage in his left knee,
bypassing ACL surgery with hopes it
could get him through the 2008
season. But going 91 holes for his 14th
career major made it impossible to play
any longer.
When asked Monday if he further
damaged his knee by playing in the
U.S. Open,Woods said,"Maybe."
He will miss a major championship
for the first time in his career and will
not be available for September's Ryder
Cup.
Woods, who said he tore the ACL
while jogging at home after the British
Open last July, did not say when he
would have surgery.

BASKETBALL

WILLIAM PERRY

Golfer David Johnson
follows rigorous routine
to be at his best for UCF

Contributing Writer

UCF golfer David Johnson recalls
how he meticulously goes about his
business on the driving range, hitting
ball after ball, trying as to sure up his
game.
His demeanor is calm and composed,
yet his work ethic is strict and laborious.
Despite the blistering heat of the summer months, he said he spends hours of
each day at the Knights' practice facility,
perfecting his game.
Johnson has continued to work
diligently this summer in order to bring
a golf championship to UCE
"This year we will be playing for a
national championship,'' Johnson said
"It will happen."
As he steps off the treadmill, breathing heavily and shirt moist with sweat,
he says he is doing everything in his
power to make sure he's a better competitor next year.
Johnson's workout routine is entirely
geared toward his golf game. Before
heading to the golf course, he hits the
gym to stay lean; stretching, cardiovascular work and weightlifting are all part
of his routine.
The most significant exercises are
those that key in on his core, he said The
core generates all the power in the golf
swing and comes from the use of the
chest, torso and hips. These workouts
PLEASE SEE
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JOHNSON ON A?

CELTICS DESTROY LAKERS TO
CLAIM 17TH NBA TITLE
BOSmN -With former team
legends courtside,these Boston Celtics
returned to glory like the great teams
before them.
The Celtics conduded a shocking
rebound of a season with a stunning
131-92 blowout over the Los Angeles
Lakers in Game 6 on Tuesday night to
win their 17th NBA title.
Kevin Garnett scored 26 points with
14 rebounds, Ray Allen scored 26 and
Paul Pierce,the finals MVP who shook
off a sprained right knee sustained in
Game 1,added 17 as the Celtics,a 24win team a year ago, wrapped up their
firsttitlesince 1986.
Boston's 39-point win surpassed the
NBA record for the biggest margin of
victory in a championship dincher.
Garnett dropped to the parquet and
kissed the leprechaun at center court
and then found Bill Russell, the Hall of
Farner who taught him the Celtic way,
for a long embrace.
"I got my own. Igot my own,"
Garnett said"I hope we made you
proud."
''You sure did," Russell said

COLLEGE

UCF Men's Golf senior
David Johnson, seen here
lining up a putt during
the lsleworth-UCF
Collegiate Invitational in
October, goes through a
long daily workout in an
effort to improve himself
for his team.
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

3 Knights sign MLB deals
ALLEN LEVIN
Contributing Writer

LSU MOVES ON AFTER BIG
COMEBACK OVER RICE IN CWS
OMAHA,Neb. - Louisiana State
stayed alive Tuesday with a dramatic 6-5
win over Rice in an elimination game at
the CollegeWorld Series.TheTigers,down
5-0 in the seventh,won on Blake Dean's
three-run double in the ninth inning.
LSU chipped away to get within 5-2 in
the eighth,setting the stage for Dean.
He came up with two on and two out
against Cole St Clair (10-3),one ofthe
top relievers in the nation. St. Oair's 0-1
pitch was sent it on a line over left
fielder Aaron Luna's head
The ball bounced hard off the fence,
allowing Mitchell to come around and
scorethewinning run.
North Carolina,the national runnerup the past two years, will meet LSU in
an elimination game today, with the
winnerfacing Fresno State on Friday.If
the Bulldogs lose, they'll play the same
opponent Saturday in an elimination
game.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

As the UCF Baseball program tries to garner more
recognition, its cause was
assisted June 5-6 as four players and seven '09 signees
were picked in the MLB draft.
As of Wednesday, three of
the four current Knights have
signed with their respective
teams. Players who have not
signed have until Aug. 15 to
decide if they will sign MLB
contracts.
The three players who
signed contracts are junior
pitcher Mitch Herold, junior
catcher Robert Lara and senior infielder Dwayne Bailey.
Left-handed
pitcher
Herold was taken in the 16th
round, No. 502 overall, by the
Boston Red Sox. He has
reported to the Class-A Lowell Spinners of the New YorkPenn League.
Lara went in the 19th

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
FIRST!

SECOND!

Junior left-handed pitcher Mitch
Herold was the first current Knight
taken in the 2008 MLB draft when he
was selected in the 16th round, No.
502 overall, by the Boston Red Sox. He
will report to the Lowell Spinners of
the New-York Penn League.

Junior catcher Robert Lara became
just the second Knight to ever be
drafted by the San Diego Padres.The
only other Knight was right-handed
pitcher Tim Bascom, who was drafted
by the Padres in the sixth round of the
2006draft.

round at No. 585 to the San
Diego Padres, and Bailey was
selected in the 21st, No. 649,
by the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim. He will report to
the Orem Owlz of the Rookie
Pioneer League.
While the Knights' 2008
season was far from perfect,
the three signed players performed well enough to earn
the attention of major league
clubs.
Mitch Herold had a record
of 4-1 this season, with a 3.04

ERA and 70 strikeouts. He
also recorded UCF's first
complete game since 2006.
Lara finished with a .312
batting average that included
three home runs and 31 RBIs.
He also became the first
Knight since 2005 to hit two
grand slams in the same season.
Finally, Bailey compiled a
.356 average, second-best on
the team. He either shared or
PLEASESEE
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EIGHT ON A?

Rooney's traits
made hire simple
So why Terry Rooney?
For starters, UCF Baseball's
new head coach has enough
energy to power a metropolitan city and confidence to
boot. If you thought otherwise, take a look at this tidbit
from his introductory press
conference on June 12:
. "I know what this program
ts, and I know what this program needs. And I'm what this
program needs right now."
Rooney is known for his
solid recruiting classes. But
everyone is so quick to point
to his 2008 recruiting class at
~U, which was ranked No. 1
m the nation by Collegiate
Baseball magazine. Being the
best is great, but that's LSU
Baseball. The Tigers have won
five ~aseball national championships and have made it to
the NCAA tournament in 18 of

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

the past 20 seasons. That's like
giving the University of
Southern California props for
putting together the best
recruiting class in football.
Recruiting isn't the proper
word to use with those programs. It's selecting. More
than anything, they simply
tum away those who aren't
the best of the best.
PLEASE SEE
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provide him with a solid foundation for his swing.
''lfl'm not doing something
to get better, then someone
else is," he said. "Otherwise
I'm really talcing a step back~
ward"
For about an hour, he'll
practice his putting, going
from all angles and distances.
On the range, he blasts hundreds ofgolf balls using mostly
drivers and wedges, the two
clubs he feels that he needs to
improve upon the most.
''Working on my short
game and putting is the key to
taking the next step and will
allow me to take my game to
another level," Johnson said.
"Then I feel like the sky is the
limit."
Johnson's desire to become
a great golfer isn't anything
new; he's been this way for
years. His mom recalls times
in which David would make a
sand trap in their backyard for
chipping golf balls.
"He would stay out there
for hours," Mary Johnson said
"He loved it. I would go drop
him off [at the golf course] at
seven in the morning and he
would call me when it was
dark and literally stay all day.
He's been committed for years.
He lives it."
This year, Johnson will
enter what will be just his second season of playing Division-I college golf after transferring
from
Brevard
Community College before his
junior year. Johnson said that
playing for his community college team prepared him for
where he is today, and gave
him the playing experience
and time to develop his game.
''David was there for a purpose, and he worked very
hard," said Jamie.Howell, Johnson's coach at Brevard Community College.
That experience, Johnson
said, allowed him to be a leader

"If I'm not
doing
something to
get better, then
someone else
is. Otherwise,
I'm really
taking a step
backward."
- DAVID JOHNSON

for UCR Now a senior, he will
need to lead his team in his
final collegiate year. But leading vocally isn't really his style;
he's more of the silent type.
"If I can silently lead by
example, that's a good way to
lead,'' Johnson said "Being the
vocal leader isn't my personality. Coming in last year, being
~e new guy and having expenence was a tough position.
''Being the veteran rookie,
you don't want to step on too
many toes because you want
to gain respect as well. If you
don't have the respect of your
teammates, it's pretty tough to
be a leader."
There will be little time off
as Johnson will also be playing
in a number of summer amateur tournaments so he can
stay in game mode. Johnson
will be teeing off at the Florida
State Amateur Championship
today at Jupiter Hills Golf Club
in Tequesta, Fla. He was
allowed to be a part ofthe tournament after winning his tourney qualifier in early June.
Former UCF teammate and
fellow competitor Giwon Suh
is also in the tournament.
"He's a great player,'' Suh
said "He's very well-rounded

and one of my favorites from
the team. He was a leader figure. I really respect that; it was
really good for the team."
Johnson's determination
and mental toughness are
thought of highly by head
coach Nick Clinard He said he
likes how Johnson came to
UCF ready to take on the bigger stage and speaks highly of
him and his work ethic, which
he notices has rubbed off on
the other players.
"He came in with a chip on
his shoulder,'' Clinard said "He
wanted to prove he could play
and that he belongs, which I
really like about him. He's not
too verbal ... he lets his clubs
do the talking."
Mental toughness makes up
a significant piece to a golfer's
game and is sometimes overlooked, Johnson said
"That's the biggest thing in
this game that a lot of people
don't realize,'' Johnson said.
"This game is all mental. It
kind of carries over into life,
too.
''If you feel like you can do
something, then no matter
what anyone tells you or any
.limitations that are put on it,
you can do it."
With the support of his
teammates along with a diligent summer workout program, Johnson is ready to lead
the Knights for his senior year.
The team was ranked in the
top 25 throughout last season,
but that just won't be enough
after placing 19th in a field of
27 at the NCAA Regionals in
May.
"I'm disappointed in how
we finished,'' Johnson said
''We did terrible. I expect our
team to be top 10 this year. I
would be very disappointed if
we're not."
It is for this reason why
Johnson is going through all of
this extra work and summer
training in the first place - so
UCF can have that opportunity to win a championship.

FROM
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If you really want an idea
of what Rooney can do in the
recruiting field, look at what
he did at other universities.
He brought Justin Verlander
to Old Dominion in 2001. His
2003 recruiting class was
ranked No. 12 in the nation.
That was with Stetson. That is
quite the accomplishment.
Two head coaches for
whom he worked, the Tigers'
Paul Mainieri and the Hatters'
Pete Dunn, have both mentioned in press releases this
past week that Rooney is a
"tireless worker." He's always
on. The Knights have never
had a coach with Rooney's
level of electricity. If a team is
truly a reflection of its manager, UCF will at least field
some fun teams to watch in
the near future.
Rooney is 35 years old. He's
young, fresh and untapped.
He's a hungry manager who
will take over a team which
hasn't had much to eat since
claiming the Atlantic Sun
Championship in 2004.
Rooney will fully take over
the job as soon as the Tigers
end their run in the College
World Series - a run that was
CRYSTAL PAOLOEMILIO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
continued Tuesday when
New UCF Baseball head coach Terry Rooney gives the university something it desperately
LSD scored four in the ninth wants: Abaseball coach not associated with former head coach Jay Bergman.
inning to eliminate Rice, the
top team in the conference in like he deserved it. Maybe he of his main goals is to bring a
which the Knights reside.
did, but unfortunately, he was national championship to
Yet, for all of his positive associated to Jay Bergman.
UCE That's a bit of a cliche.
traits, I think a power out of
UCF desperately wanted No new manager says he will
Rooney's control was the to clean its house of anyone do just enough to get by in his
biggest factor for him landing associated with Bergman. It introductory press conferin Orlando: his lack of associ- wanted to do whatever it ence. Every coach wants to
ation.
could to cleanse itself of that win. When will it happen?
UCF fans, and even play- situation. The Knights want"I'm not going to put
ers, wondered why their team ed to go in a completely dif- myself in a category or a time
couldn't give interim head ferent direction, and so they frame of when these goals are
coach Craig Cozart at least · did. It's no fault of Cozart that going to be accomplished,"
one full season at the helm he is now out of a job, but his Rooney said at the press conafter spending 16 years in the association with Bergman ference.
program. The players were definitely played a role.
There's another positive
recruited by him. The fans felt
Rooney expressed that one trait. He's realistic, too.
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Eight Knights have yet to sign
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

UCF golfer David Johnson takes a stroke during the UCF-lsleworth Invitational in October. Johnson is entering his senior year and said
that he wants to be a leader for the team this season, with aspirations that the Knights can finish the year ranked in the top 10.
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outright led the Knights with
77 hits, 47 runs and -21 stolen
bases. With a 91.3 stolen base
percentage, Bailey finished
with the seventh-best singleseason stolen base percentage
in school history.
This year was a recordsetting year for Conference
USA, as a total of 37 C-USA
players were drafted - the
most ever for one year. There
was also at least one player
selected from each school in
the conference, a first-time
occurrence in C-USA
UCF's incoming signees
who were selected but have
not signed are Graham Hicks,
Matt Richardson, Wesley
Freeman, Jamie Mallard,
Jacob Rogers, D.J. Hicks, and

CFFARCHIVE

UCF infielder Dwayne Bailey signed a contract with the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim
this week. He is scheduled to report to the Orem Owlz of the Rookie Pioneer League.

B.J. Zimmerman. Graham
Hicks was the Knights' highest draft pick. He was selected
in the third round, pick No.
121, by the Washington

Nationals.
As of Wednesday, the one
unsigned current Knight is
sophomore left-handed pitcher Mitch Houck.
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Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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401-211-1&1&

401-513-9000

www.marriott.com/mcoce
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• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
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• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
wV-lVt.dc1plasm~m

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-243-6100
www.marriott.com/mcots

www.residenceinn.com/mcore
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Cable with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

"The Marriott Way"
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•
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Zombies roam with the intent to rock
ERIC WOODARD
Contributing Writer

Get Smart, Warner Bros. Pictures

GetSmart
(PG-13) 10:30a, 11:00a, 11:30a, 1:15, 1:45, 2:15, 2:45,
4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 6:45, 7:15, 7:45, 8:15, 9:30, 10:00,
10:30, 12:lSa, 12:45a

The love Guru
(PG-13) 10:40a, 12:00, 12:50, 2:20,2:55, 4:45, 5:15,
7:25, 8:10, 9:40, 10:15, 12:00a, 12:30a

The Incredible Hulk
(PG-13) 10:35a, 11:55a, 12:30, 1:00,2:50, 3:15,3:45,
4:15,6:50,7:20, 7:50,8:20,9-35, 10:20, 10:45, 11:15,
12:20a

The Happening
(R) 10:45a, 12:15, 12:45, 1:30, 2:30, 3:05, 4:05, 4:55,
5:30, 7:05, 7:35, 8:05, 9:45, 10-.15, 10:55, 12:10a,
12:35a

Kung Fu Panda
(PG) 10:S0a, 11:SOa, 2:10, 3:40, 4:35, 6:30, 7:00, 8:55,
9:20, 11:10

DLP (Digital Projection) Showtimes
12:10, 2:40, 5:05, 7:30, 9:55, 12:25a
Open C.ptioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes
1:20

You Don't Mess With the Zohan
(PG-13) 10:55a, 12:05, 2:35, 5:10, 5:40,7:55, 10:40,
10:50

Sex and the City
(R) 12:35, 4:10, 7:40, 10:35

The Strangers
(R) 12:50, 2:55, 4:50, 7:15, 9:45, 12:05a

Iron Man
(PG-13) 12:25 3:50 6:5510:10

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull
(PG-13) 12:40, 4:20,7:10, 10:05

The Chronides of Namia: Prince Caspian
(PG)1:10

-
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Being dead never rocked
so hard for Mosh of the Zombies. On Friday night, BackBooth's doors opened for an
evening of "zombies, girls,
blood, alcohol and punk
rock."
When given the opportunity to see five bands for five
bucks, there were many zombies in attendance. Crowd
control for all of these
zombies was provided by
Zombie Emergency Defense
under the command of captain Nick "Jade" Martinolich.
"It's smart planning ahead
- preventative maintenance,"
Martinolich said. ''When you
have a hardcore punk show,
you bring out security to make
sure that things don't get out
of hand. When you have a
zombie punk show, you bring
out Z.E.D. to make sure the
zombie action doesn't get out
of hand."
The night also provided a
zombie makeup station set up
in the back. Makeup artist
Laura Tyler uses a consistent
technique to creating the
zombie effect.
"I just, in the case of zombies, think of the most disgusting thing I can," Tyler said
To her, every face is a different canvas.
"It all depends on if it's like
movies, theater, high definition - I mean it's all a different creature. For a dark nightclub, we kind of went more
theatrical," Tyler said.

GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The band consists of Sterling Schroeder (left) a UCF creative writing alumnus, Mariel Olcoz
(center), and UCF humanities and women's studies double major and Steven Shea (right).

Acoustic outfits Sterling
Schroeder and the Pizza
Brothers opened the set
before all the filth and the fury
of the Hi Life, the Hamiltons
and the Attack. A montage of
B-movie zombie slasher flicks
projected toward the stage
from the risers while Sterling
Schroeder played their folky,
quasi-blues set featuring covers of Son House and Bob
Dylan.
"When I graduated, I was
trying to decide if I wanted to
be a writer or do music, and
I've always been doing
music," Schroeder said in the
green room. "It [takes] so
much patience to be a writer
and I get more instant gratification from writing songs
because I could write it and
then sing it, like that night
with my friends."
With bandmates Steven
Shea and Mariel Olcoz, Ster-

ling Schroeder's low fidelity
jams fall into place.
"I'll write a song and I'll
just sing it, you know, I have
no melody really," Olcoz said.
"If I have a melody, it's very
minimal. The next thing you
know, Sterling's got like this
whole freaking guitar riff, like
with the intro and everything
and like this crazy solo and
stuff. We're done with the
song in 10 minutes."
The
Pizza
Brothers
required less explanation
when they came on. Guitarists
and songwriters Seth Duffala
and Justin Bowen write all of
their songs, an unrecorded
album's worth, exclusively
about pizza.
"Everybody likes pizza; it's
a topic everybody can relate
to," Duffala said. "I know
there's a theme, and every
song is about pizza, but we try
to keep it interesting. We'll do

weird stuff just along the lines
just to change it up a little bit."
Duffala feels his band has a
certain responsibility toward
keeping good music vehemently unserious by referencing the movie Space Balls in
his songs and making sure
that the audience has their
own role in his band's performance.
"So many times you go to
shows and it's so serious,"
Duffala said. "I just like keeping it loose, it's just dudes
hanging out, playing some
music. And in the end, the
music isn't necessarily the
focus; it's pizza."
A Comic Shop of Winter
Park sponsored the night in
conjunction with Enemy Ink
of Orlando, a printing operation that specializes in venue
posters, T-shirts and other
band merchandise.
"A Comic Shop is basically
on its way to becoming and is
going to become an institution
in the coming years," said A
Comic Shop associate Angus
Gorberg.
Gorberg said he handles
most aspects of the store's
growing list of events in the
last year, like the Zombie
Dance last October and Zombie Night at the Hard Knocks
combat simulation in May.
"We're doing events right
now on a bi-weekly basis,"
Gorberg said, "we have three
events this month, three
events next month and I,
today, just booked Claudio
[Sanchez], the lead singer of
Coheed and Cambria, to do a

comic book signing in our
store."
Promotion is purest when
independent operations come
together to benefit from a
giant effort that, divided,
couldn't be achieved. Both
businesses understood the
shared similarities in the punk
community and comic community and in the ways that
those communities preferred
to be advertised to: with zombies and punk rock.
Promotion is circular for
Brad Palkevich, Enemy Ink
owner and guitarist for the
Attack, the evening's headliners. Palkevich is able to use his
business to promote his band
while simultaneously using
his band to promote more
business.
"It's exactly the type of
business model we strove for,"
Palkevich said. "At Enemy
[Ink] we don't spend a lot of
time or money on promotions
in any way, shape or form ...
but the band is really the
biggest promotional vehicle
for it. The band is why we
started printing in the first
place."
Palkevich expects future
collaborations with A Comic
Shop, calling the relationship
between the shops "organic."
"They're diggin' the prints
and we're diggin' the type of
business that they run," Palkevich said. "I won't mention
them but after last night's
event, I hashed a whole bunch
of different plans that I can't
wait to share with them, and
see what they think."
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Quick Flix by William Goss
Get Smart about Love Guru, two
comedies promising to hit or miss the
funny bone at the summer box office.

Cultural Pop by Kris Kelly
All gamers have a right to bear a
double barrel! shot gun that wields
the accurate destruction expected.

CD review by Ashley lnguanta
Fans are sure to love the new sound
of the latest Alanis Morissette album
titled Flavors ofEntanglement ,

PHOTO GALLERIES
Go onlfne to view the Variety photo
galleries from this week's coverage.

Go to www.CentralFlorfdaFuture.com

HIGH FIVES
For the week ending June 71

FILM
1. "Kung Fu Panda;' Paramount.
2. "You Don't Mess With the Zohan;'
Sony.
3. "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of
the Crystal Skull;' Paramount.
4. "Sex and the City;'Warner Bros.
5. "The Strangers;' Universal.
TELEVISION
1. NBA Finals Game 2: L.A. Lakers vs.

Boston, ABC.
2. NBA Finals Game 1: L.A. Lakers vs,
Boston, ABC.
3. "Two And a Half Men;' CBS.
4. "60 Minutes;' CBS,
5. "Million Dollar Password;' CBS.
MUSIC

1. "Lollipop;' Lil Wayne feat. Static Major.
Cash Money/Universal Motown.
2. "Viva La Vida;' Coldplay. Capitol.
3. "Bleeding Love;' Leona Lewis.
SYCO/J/RMG. (Platinum)
4. "I Kissed a Girl;' Katy Perry. Capitol.
5. "Take a Bow;' Rihanna. SRP/Def
Jam/lDJMG.
ALBUMS

1. "Indestructible;' Disturbed.
Reprise/Warner Bros.
2. "NOW 28;'Various artists. EM I/Sony
BMG/Universal/Zomba/Capitol
3. "Here IStand;' Usher. La Face/Zomba.
4. "Weezer;'Weezer. DGC/lnterscope/lGA.
5. "Revelation;' Journey. Nomota.
CONCERTTOURS

1. Bon Jovi.
2. Kenny Chesney.
3. Bruce Springsteen &The EStreet
Band.
4. Jay-VMary J. Blige.
5. Rascal Flatts.
BILLBOARDMAGAZINE.COM

THEY SAID IT

Celebrity quotes
'1t's really random, but it was the biggest
book in the bookstore and Iwas like, 1wanna
show how smart Ican be!'So that's what Igot."
- Miley C>,:rus reveals why she decided to
start reading 'Einstein"by Walter Isaacson.
"I got into trouble with Len when Isaid that
Adam was my second favorite person after
Len. He said, 'You didn't have to say that"'
- Kate Beckinsale upset husband Len
Wiseman when she confessed her fondness
for Oick co-star Adam Sandler in an interview.
"I just like being small chested, and it 'A'.0uld
feel really weird and bizarre ifl was anything
different."
- Kate Hudson fears the boob job she
sometimes considers would leave her feeling
stran!f-.
STARPULSE.COM

Ladytron sparks . Let's do the time warp again
el~
gflare
ROBERT VILCHEZ
Contributing Writer

WHITNEY HAMRICK

Stones Best Songs of 2007 list

for their song "Computer Camp
Love" and having similar sucLast Friday, Ladytron and cess with their song "Fa-Fa-Fa"
Datarock brought interna'We are here to warm you
tional electronica to Club up for Ladytron," Saroea said.
Firestone to the delight of "In order for us to do that, you
fans lining the block.
have to put your hands togeth"Because I like Ladytron, I er."
want to support electronica
The stage stands flush like a
music in Orlando," Bonnie fireplace at average height. For
Berry, 26, a UCF biology the Ladytron set, ifyou like your
graduate student, said, corneas, don't watch. If you
''When I heard Ladytron was don't ·care, like the matchstickcoming I was like, 'Sweet, packed audience of Firestone,
[rapid clapping] I know who look on as the electronica fire
they are."'
blazes in the guise of an absurdLadytron began in 1999 in ly bright-choreographed light
LiverpooL England, bearing wall casting the band in silhouan array of sophistication- ette.
causing much surprise that
"I've liked Ladytron since
the electroclash band would the first album, and I've seen
be willing to "slum it" in them before so I know they're
Orlando - from fashion awesome," Justin Zeke, 26, forsense, education from a BA mer UCF student, said.
in pop music, classically "They're life changing. I was
trained musicians and a Bul- pretty shaken up for a week
garian with a degree in after the first time. Ladytron is a
molecular genetics and the good excuse to dance to quality
fact that they're foreign, begs music."
the question, why here?
The band performs all busi''To actually see Ladytron ness, focused and deliberate,
come out is pretty awesome," juxtaposed to the crowd below.
Sergio Tafur, 27, a UCF
Listening, entranced and
physics major, said 'We have mesmerized by the pulsating
more shows in Orlando than lights and rhythmic drumming
anywhere else. They proba- down your spine, your leg
bly like the small venue begins to twitch and your shoulscene here. They could be ders sway whether you know
going to Hard Rock or House the songs or not. Then as the
of Blues, but they come die-hard fans close their eyes,
lip sync, consumed to "Party
4ere."
Firestone's ambiance is GirL" "Seventeen," ''Black Cat"
indicative to the name, sur- and "International Diva."
According to Nick Mariano,
rounded by industrial-deco
brick and concrete you think 25, a UCF management
you should be burning alive information systems major,
at some point, but you're not, Ladytron uses the old techand you wonder why as the niques, with vintage analog
air-conditioning chills past equipment, which allows their
the nape of your neck as the music a timeless quality and
cerulean spotlights reflect off progressing it further.
"Nobody really sounds like
the disco ball
Looking around. you note them," Mariano said ''They are
that two Andy Warhols, an pioneering the road no one else
SLC Punk and the entire cast is going ... innovatively shaping
ofRent made a cameo. You'll music for the better."
either feel right at home or
possess a thought bubble
reading, "WTH?"
''.Are you ready to party
with us for 45 minutes?"
Fredrik Saroea, lead singer of
Datarock, said
Datarock, the Norwegian
electro-rock band with influences such as Devo and Talking Heads opened for
Ladytron wearing red tracksuits and sunglasses.
The thought bubble
returned as the band seemed
more into it than the audience at first, except for a
Punky Brewster, Pippy Longstocking fusion doing some
weird hopscotch jump rope
dance.
Conversely, Datarock was
voted N9. 88 on Rolling
Variety Editor

Friday the 13th brought out
the weirdoes of wealth and
questionable beauty at the
CityWalk Cineplex 20 for a
midnight rendezvous of mischief and blue humor.
"How many virgins do we
have?" yelled Logan Donahoo,
the 26-year-old MC for the
Rocky Horror Picture Show.
Like a mom chaperone at a
college skin party, the Rocky
Horror virgins nervously
thought if coming here was a
good idea.
Regardless,
Donahoo
began to chant the Rocky
Horror Picture pledge: "We
swear, often and loudly, to
strike a blow for glamour and
frivolity - for six-inch high
heels, for rock 'n' roll, for
interplanetary intercourse
and the Transylvanian way."
Ending with a resounding
'pop' from the audience.
Following the induction, it
was time for the Rocky Horror film to play, and the traditional silence expected from
an audience was instead
replaced by audience participation that ranged from unanimous heckling to the throwing of condoms. Relax, they
were wrapped
Just as entertaining were
the musical performances,
those of which included the
Time Warp, a dance that is
just "a jump to the left, a step
to the right, with your hands
on your hips, you bring your
knees in tight, but it's the
pelvic thrust that really drives
you insa-a-a-a-a-ane."
"It's a unique experience,
whether it is your first time or
your 100th time," said Director Ofir Eyal. "There is always
something new and different
that is going to happen."

The Rocky Horror Picture
Show premiered in 1975 as a
musical comedy that made
fun of science-fiction and horror films. The screenplay was
written by Richard O'Brien

MAX BEHRMAN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Transexual Translyvanians prepared for the birth and celebration of Rocky Horror, the
science experiment that fueled the loyal cult follow of fans for 30 years in counting.

and Jim Sharman, and it was
based on the musical stage
production, The Rocky Horror

Show.
The film is internationally
known and is one of the most
lucrative midnight movies not to mention holding the
title for the longest running
theatrical release with showings, even after 30 years since
the movie premiered.
Being part of a show based
on a film that has such an
extensive fan base can be a
daunting task for any actor,
Tim Curry or not.
Insert the Rich Weirdoes, a
group composed of actors,
techs, costumes and production assistants who put
together the Rocky Horror Picture Show experience at Universal Cineplex every second
and fourth Friday and Saturday of the month.
This gifted ensemble acts
and dances out the entire film
as it simultaneously plays in
the background. It's clear the
amount of time and dedication that goes into the Rich
Weirdoes' performance, with
most members being Rocky
Horror veterans.
"I've been doing Rocky
Horror for a year and a half
now," Zoe Renert, 18, a sign
language interpretation and
elementary education major
at Valencia Community College, said. "I do Columbia,
Magenta, 'Irixie, Tranie, Janet,
Crim and Tack. We're "like a

big family, a weird incestuous
family. That's why I keep
coming back."
In part with the actors' talents, one has to also admire
the combination of fullfledged costumes and makeup that could teach Boy
George a thing or two. Being
that transvestites are kind of a
big deal in the movie, there is
no shortage of men in Daisy
Dukes and sexually suggestive lingerie.
UCF digital media major
Sean Maio, said, "I get to run
up there in a tuxedo, spats and
fishnets, and black glitter lipstick, and make a complete
ass of myself in front of
strangers and have a great
time doing it. I have never
done anything this zany or
this wacky, and having so
much fun!"

The Rocky Horror Picture
Show put on by the Rich Weirdoes is a diverting experience
that will leave you feeling
pleasantly dirty, and if anything else, give you bragging
rights over your roommate's
lame Friday night: dinner for
one at the Waffle House.
The Rich Weirdoes will be
doing an equally pleasing rendition of the Rocky Horror
sequeL Shock Treatment, that
is whenever the distributor
can locate its whereabouts in
Las Vegas.
For more information, be
sure to visit www.richweirdoes.com.
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Two-year colleges
should be up to par
C

urrently, there are 11
schools that make up the
State University System
of Florida. Before long, there
could be up to 28 more to add
to that list. No, there hasn't
been secret construction going
on around the state where they
are building new colleges. We
are talking about community
colleges that will soon be offering a wide range of bachelor's
degrees, essentially performing
the same functions as the traditional state schools like UCF.
On June 12, Gov. Charlie
Crist signed legislation that
would expand the abilities of
Florida community colleges to
issue undergraduate degrees.
Previous Gov. Jeb Bush had
already signed legislation in
2001, which allowed community colleges to begin offering
four-year degrees in limited
fields, but this new law will
allow all 28 community colleges
to offer a variety of degrees that ·
are in high demand.
As stated previously, some
community colleges are already
offering bachelor's degrees in
limited areas. Edison Community Gollege in Fort Myers,
which is now called Edison College, started offering a
bachelor's in public safety and
management in 2006, and now
offers five additional degrees in
other subjects such as nursing
and elementary education.
St. Petersburg College was
the first community college in
the state to offer a four-year
degree in 2002. Now, the college offers 13 majors varying
from veterinary technology to
banking.
We don't mean to harp on

community colleges, because
they serve an important role in
the world of education. Many
students who plan to get a fouryear degree attend community
college for their first two years
because they are often closer to
home and much cheaper than a
traditional university.
Our main concern lies within the requirements; so long as
the criterion for a bachelors
degree at a community colleges
matches that of a universities
then this bill is serving its
intended purpose: "This bill
means more students in our
area will be able to have access
to higher-education degrees in
high demand, high-pay careers,"
said Polle Community College
President Eileen Holden.
If the community college
requirements do not mirror university requirements then this
law may continue to blur the
boundary between an associates
degree and a bachelor's degree
and it :i;nay reduce the quality of
a bachelor's altogether.
A bachelor degree means
something in the business
world. It gives people a sense of
accomplishment and allow
them to stand out among the
rest. It seems that now Gov.
Crist wants to unite community
college degrees with university
degrees, which has the potential to be highly controversial in
the higher education environment.
Community colleges have
typically had an open-access
admissions policy, which means
that in order to be accepted, all
you have to do is apply. The
new law basically says, all you
have to do to get a bachelor's

degree is apply at your nearest
community college and in four
years you'll be walking out with
your degree, no questions
asked.
On top of the expanded education rights, apparently Gov.
Crist feels that there aren't
enough schools in the education realm already which call
themselves universities.
The new law also allows
community colleges to rename
the schools with the words
"state" and "university."
We are all for the idea of
making education more affordable and more accessible to the
general public, but if the curriculum is mismatched in the
education system, the value of a
degree may be diluted and the
importance associated with a
college diploma may depreciate.
However, there is already
evidence of equal requirements
such as Florida Community
College at Jacksonville, which
upholds the same rigor as UCF:
120 semester hours with at least
a "C" average, a foreign language requirement and completion of the CLAST exam. Other
community colleges and universities should make a valiant
effort to follow this trend.
Author Megan Mccafferty,
discussing how colleges were
becoming "diploma mills" said
it best. "Soon, a Ph.D. will
become the new master's
degree, a master's will become
the new bachelor's degree, a
bachelor's will become the new
high school diploma and a high
school diploma will be the new
smiley-face sticker on your
first-grade spelling test."
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he Great Depression
marked a time of economic turmoil and political unrest. Fortunately, the leadership and vision of President
Franklin Roosevelt helped to
pull the U.S. out of the unrelenting grasps of economic quicksand through the National
Industrial Recovery Act.
The National Industrial
Recovery Act allows the
president to regulate banks and
stimulate the U.S. economy
through the federal minimum
wage.
June 16 represented the 75th
anniversary of this act, generating nos.talgia and symbolism as
the state of the economy once
again faces strong opposition,
forcing the working class into
submission as unemployment
rises and more and more people
fall below the poverty line.
However, this time it is not
Roosevelt that Americans call
upon for a solution but rather
the Bush administration, which
has responded to this economic
crisis with the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008. The intent is as
follows: "To provide economic
stimulus through recovery
rebates to individuals, incentives for business investment,
and an increase in conforming..." according to H.R 1540.
Additionally, with respect to
the coveted federal minimum
wage of Roosevelt's era, the
Bush Administration has gradually increased the minimum
wage in compliance with the
Fair Labors Standards Act.
This Act, "establishes minimum wage, overtime pay,
recordkeeping, and child labor
standards affecting full-time and
part-time workers in the private
sector and in Federal, State, and
local governments."
According to the official U.S.
Dep,rtment of Labor Web sit~

President Bush signed a spending bill on May 25 to increase
the federal minimum wage in
three steps: "to $5.85 per hour
effective July 24, 2007; to $6.55
per hour effective July 24, 2008;
and to $7.25 per hour effective
July 24, 2009."
Although this appears to be a
positive change for the working
class, its dependency on Congress and political affiliation
make it a teeter totter situation,
with Congress substantially outweighing the working class in
terms of power and strength.
While it may seem to be balanced right now, at any given
moment Congress could revoke
all of its support, forcing the
working class to plummet to the
ground, unable to recuperate
without the boost of congressional support.
To exemplify, Elaine Chao,
who was recently nominated to
be the next labor secretary, suggested that states have the
option not to adopt the federal
minimum wage, which would
be detrimental to its influence
on the economy.
Reportedly, "A family of
three earning the 2009 minimum wage would still be well
below the federal poverty line.
And because the minimum
wage remains unindexed, lowwage workers will fall even further behind before Congress
rouses itself to grant another
increase," according to the New
York Times.
In response to this, economists allude to the Earned
Income Tax Credit, which is a
refundable federal income tax
credit for low-income working
individuals and families, as
defined by the Internal Revenue
Service.
What this means is minimum wage is just that, minimum - which is unacceptable

as the cost of living sky rockets
outside the scope of attainability. Not to mention the number
of hours a person would have to
work to receive a sufficient
income, independent of school,
family and a social life. Minimum wage workers are often
master jugglers, capable ofbal:ancing the demands of school,
work and play without ever letting the stress of one overwhelm the performance as a
whole.
Once again, we fail to reimburse the backbone of America
despite their efforts as the
working class. Perhaps it is time
we as a society revisit the 1930s,
a time in which each individual
recognized the value of a penny,
employment was treasured and
the administration fought on
behalf of its constituents,
emphasizing the urgency of
unity and the necessity of economic stimulus.
If the minimum wage has the
potential to reach $7.25 by 2009,
what is hindering it from
increasing in 2008, why must it
raise in increments? Pumping
more money into the economy
may not do much for the value
of the dollar but it may do a
whole lot in terms of motivation
and morale for a working class
that is often disregarded.
Even with this increase,
workers still fall below the
poverty line, which further justifies the need for a greater
hourly wage. Otherwise, it will
no longer be an issuea1ong the
poverty line but rather a poverty issue that crosses state lines.
If 20th century U.S. can
recover after the Great Depression, then 21st century U.S. can
correct itself before it reverts
back into the futile fight of politics versus economy, in which
the result is inevitably a counterproductive stalemate.
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Freedom is the same
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(

thing in every language
History is like the wheels
world for a few moments of
extra convenience.
on the bus - it keeps going
The same complaints are
around and around.
made time and time again. DurHere we are again, with a
ing times of mass influx, some
frenzied concern about the
Americans tend to get all up-innumber of immigrants enterarms over the fact that there are
ing the country, and the
angst-filled arguments about
more people around them who
don't speak English.
people who don't speak EngSomehow, throughout the
lish.
First of all, I am of the
JEFF RILEY
history of America, all the PolEditor-in-Chief
ish, German, Italian, Austrian
opinion that unless you
and Hungarian immigrants did
speak some sort of dialect of
the Native American languages, you
not cause America to collapse into a
have no right to complain about others
frenzied anarchist state.
coming into your country who don't
Despite the complaints and threats
of violence by "nativists," people kept
speak your language.
While yes, English is the majority
coming to America, and yes, many of
language in the country, it never has
them eventually learned English. Was it
been, and never will be, the only lanimmediate? No, sometimes it took a few
generations, but it happened.
guage in the country. Since the very
I get the feeling that the recent influx
beginning, we have always had multiple
languages. It is what makes us who we
of immigrants will once again not cause
are. It feeds the power of the many culthe country to collapse.
If anything, we have proven time and
tures that call this country home.
time again in our history that we adapt
Urban centers have always held
pockets where there was a predominant well to change, and we always come out
language other than English spoken. All ahead. Why should this time be any difyou have to do is take a trip down State
ferent at all?
Over time, English will be learned,
Road 50 and count the number of signs
just like it was before. Once again, the
you see in Vietnamese.
wheels of history will rotate, and the
I realize that being in a situation
where you don't understand what is
cultures of those coming to our country
being said can be frustrating, but trust
will be distributed and add just a little
me, people who don't speak English feel more to the fabric that is America.
the same way when they are put in the
Trying to stifle language will do
nothing. It is counter-productive to the
same situation.
progress that history naturally makes.
Attempting to make some sort of
As a country, let's open our minds
legal regulation of language is a terrible
and help the wheels of the bus tum
idea. It stifles the ability to spread cularound.
tures and expand our knowledge of the
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READER VIEWS

School uniforms spur
individuality for some

An insincere vote is the

I found your opinion on uniforms an
interesting article, but I completely disagree. Having worn a uniform from
kindergarten through my senior year of
high school, I actually miss it. It makes it
much easier for kids to get ready in the
morning, and it actually is cheaper for
parents, since they only have to buy a
couple shirts and slacks instead of a
whole fall wardrobe.
I also completely disagree that it
makes life monotonous and "squashes
individuality." It actually made me and
all of my friends more creative - we
had more fun choosing what jewelry to
wear, nail polish colors, etc. The reason
most kids around here freak out when
they hear the word uniform is because
they have never tried it. I think it would
make everyone's life easier if kids in
Florida had to wear uniforms.

With the nominees of both major
parties now all but officially declared,
many people are left feeling that their
choice this Nov. will be between two
similarly undesirable alternatives. Yet
they have been told again and again that
it is their duty to vote for the "lesser of
two evils" over a third party candidate
because otherwise they would be
"wasting their vote."
Unfortunately, this self-fulfilling
prophecy tends to entrench the party of
the status quo, (96 percent of incumbent Senators were reelected in 2004),
likely contributes to low voter turnout
and, more importantly, it places party
allegiance above one's own principles.
The only truly wasted vote is one not
based on your actu_al beliefs.

KATIE BANTZ

only true waste in No"~
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STEVEN NICHOLS
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR

A tail of a Tower 2

<

Grieving healthier than housing horror at UCF
dismissal of emotions
I live on campus in Tower 2 and
Thank you for letting us accompany
the family, loved ones and friends of
Nicole Ganguzza as they begin to grieve
her physical loss and the emotional
wounds it has created As a UCF alumna and a social worker who provides
grief counseling, I was impressed and
touched by your humanistic reporting
of this difficult tragedy. Perhaps in the
future you could·include more updates
where you can display how healing can
take place after a tragedy. Truly, when
faced with a loss or a life transition, we
do have a choice: either we ignore and
dismiss the pain or we grieve and
restructure our lives at a healthy pace.
The latter is the more courageous.
MELISSA CORAL
UCFALUMNA

would like to attest that the housing regulations at UCF are a complete joke. My
roommate has both a cat, which I am
highly allergic to, as well as a com snake
living in our apartment. I reported the
animals to both my floor RA and the GA
more than a month ago and still nothing
has been done. If it were simply a matter of resolving hygiene issues or assigning chores, it wouldn't be so important.
However, being unable to breathe
due to cat-dander in the common areas
of the apartment is ridiculous and
unsafe for someone with my such allergies. The amount of money they charge
for a Towers lease should come with at
least some sense of security and a guarantee that issues like this will be dealt
with promptly.
CAITLYN CONNORS
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMID{, Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

~

Rm
325 for Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services

B

200 For Rent: Homes
22S ForRent:Apartments
250 Roonvnates

C
C
C
B
B

500 Annoumements

A

B
A

600 Traver

B

700 Worship

B

275 Sublease

A

800 MisceHaneous

B

300 For Sale: Homes

B

900 Wanted

B

100
125
150
175

Help Wanted:General
HelpWanted:Part-T1111e
HelpWantecl:Full-Tnne

Business Opportunities

r:ffl FOR RENT:

100

~ Apartments

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800·965-6520 x 107.

Crane/Heavy Equip Training. National
Certification. Placement Assistance.
Financial Assistance. Georgia School
of Construction. www.Heavy5.com Use
code "FLCNH" or call (866)218-2763.

The Gatherings
Is now hiring Community Assistants
Want free rent? Then stop by the office
to apply today, or call 407-673-4401 .
Drivers: Don't miss this--Sign on Bonus
35-42 cpm Earn over $1000 weekly!
Excellent Benefits, Need COL-A and 3
mos recent OTA. Call 800-635-8669
Wanted: Web Designer- Html
Required, Flash/Java Preferred, FT In
St.Cloud. Call Don 407-346-1663

125
Need morning help for Michigan
Animal Hospital, Misc. duties to incl.
cleaning, assisting vet, & front desk
work. Apply in person at :1201 West
Michigan St. Orlando 32805.
BABYSITTER WANTED
For the summer 8 a.m.-5:30 pm you
pick which 2 days. $10-12/hr based on
exp.1 YR commitment. References
req. To start in ASAP. Please call
Debbie at 407-415-5053

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall llllarketing Internship Avallablel
Flex hours (10-15/week). Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
RyanM@KnlghtNewspapers.com.

Looking for Coderl Non-profit org.
Proficient in mutiple codes. Avail.
ASAP. Respond to P.O. Box 249
Goldenrod. FL 32733-0249
ALLCASH CANDY ROUTE Do you
earn $800/day? 30 Machines, Free
Candy All for $9,995. (888)629-9968
BO2000033. CALL US: We will not be
undersold I

Lake front with pool, large 3/3/2 home,
fenced, screened pool with service,
dock. Quiet residential area in
Chuluola, $1600 call 407-365-3648.
Walden Chase, lovely gated comm.
located 1 milfe from UCF. Incl. pool.
3/2.5 w/upgraded kitchen &
appliances. W/D More info. call
Cherry/Dante 954-608-4649

4/2.5/2 home close to UCF. 2200 sqft,
W/0, screened porch, sec. system,
comm. pool, lawn service incl. $1700
+sec. Available 8/1 407-310-7626
2 Rooms for rent in a Spacious 4 BR
home 3 miles from UCF. water, elect.
incl. $500/mo. avail. immediately
call/text Jaimee (407) 446-0378

2/2 VCC area. 10 min. to UCF. W/D &
appliances. Water & cable incl. Gated
Comm. $995 plus 1 month security.
407-580-5420

·-
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Home for rent in Ashington Park, 4/2/2
on lake, availible august 1st,
$1600/month plus utilities
Call 561-3129411 or 561-281-3287

1, 2 and 3BR apts. beside the area's
largest private recreational lake. New
gourmet kitchens, opulent baths, ind.
W/Ds, lavish amenities including
private pier, 2 pools, new clubhouse
coming soon, more.
Near 1-4 in Lake Mary, from the
$700s
888.461.7473 • SunLakeAptHomes.com
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

Perfect House/Rooms for
Students. Nice, Spacious 4 bd
house on large lot 3 mi from UCF.
$500/Room, Inc .all utilities,
wireless internet. 850-449-4217
Upscale home for rent, 3 bedroom, 2
full bath, garage, fenced yard, all
appliances, washer/dryer, yard
maintenance, 2 min from UCF. Close
to 408/417, shopping/dining and
Waterford Lakes. Pets welcome.
Ready to move in July 1.
Call 407-310-8091 for more information .
3/1 /1 Newly Remodeled. 1.3 Acres.
$1300/mon. Near UCF. 407-247-1011

l Roommate Wanted
3 bedroom/2 bathroom semifurnished luxury apartment in The
Crest at Waterford Lakes.
Looking for non-smoker who Is
neat, responsible, friendly.
Lease is 1 year
(occupancy beginning August),
$300 deposit, and $600 per month
utilities included. No pets.
Rent Includes: Own bedroom,
high speed Internet, cable TV, all
utilities, health club and pool
membership, ample parking. Must
supply own bedroom furnishings.
Call (201) 930-1115
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MOODY MOUNTAIN ESTATES
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• Additional 400± acres offered in tracts
• Beautiful views • Burnsville (Asheville), NC
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800.558.5464
WWW . JPKING.COM

www. workfo rstu dents.com

Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772)
359-2797
Master room w/ private bath avail.
Fully furnished w/ king size bed, 32"
TV w/ T!vo. Incl. all util. 10min to UCF.
$600/mo. 786-877-7030

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms availablell! 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
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suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Roasting rod
5 Sitting on
9 Group of eight
14 Sound quality
15 Pierre's pop
16 Give tongue to
17 Away from the
wind
18 Unfold
19 City near
Bremen
20 Snakes and
lizards
22 Kennel club
categories
23 Actress
Parsons
24 Rhythm
25 Old Olds' auto
26 Midday meal
30 Electrical lines
33 Eva Ma,ie
34 Cow call
35 Eager
36 With cunning
37 Magnitude
38 Lake maker
39 Motion
measure
40 Stopover spot
41 More deceitful
43 D.C. wheelerdealer
44 Connection
45 Open
grasslands
49 Buys time
52 Running easily
53 Sharon of Israel
54 Hover
threateningly
55 Annapolis inst.
56 Marsh plant
57 Rain unit
58 Instrument of
conveyance
59 Trapshooting
60 Lenient
61 Transgresses

8/18/08

@ 2008 Tribull8 Madia Sarvicas, fnc.
All r1ght5 re&erved.

6 Plains dwelling
7 Mined materials
8 Place of
confinement
9 Emote
10 Eugene O'Neill
play, "The
Iceman
"
11 Neap, for one
12 Shot a hole-inane
13 Lairs
21 Seine sights
22 Classic
tunnyman Jack
24 Construct
26 Stratum
27 Send out
28 Exude
29 Christmas in
Paris
30 Rolls of dough
31 Terrible ruler?
32 Hoarfrost
33 Glossy
36 Revolves
37 Reclusiveness
39 Frying pan

FOR SALE:
Homes
FIRST TIME BUYERS
Why rent wheri you can own? Free
computerized list of homes available
with no money down, under
$1300/month*.
Free recorded message
1-800-596-7164,
ID# 1051.
Keller Williams Advantage Realty

40
42
43
45
46
47

Castle protector
Claim
Punctual
Confirmation
Stair step part
_ Hebrides
Islands

48
49
50
51
52

By Jove!
Impudence
"Star "
Helper
Bull of the
Pampas
54 Mormon ltrs.

F roommate needed @ Tivoli Apt. 3rd
floor lrg 3 bedroom. Each w/ private
bath & walk in closet. Alarm, full size
W/D, dishwasher, free cable, net, pool,
fitness center, giant screen theatre. NO
deposit! Move in Aug. 1st. $501 Call
954-818-4179 or email spanki714@aol.
com

300
J

FOR SALE:
General
Live With Confidence! Pepper
Spray! Best Prices on the Web.
www.MySafetySite.com. 800 281 6621.
Round wood top dining room table with
four chairs. Perfect condition! Asking
price $250 or best offer. Call
407.367.9301.
All Steel Buildings. Recession
!nventory Discount. Big Monster Bldgsless than $1 00k Small Bldgs- less than
$6,000. Factory direct to site. Can
erect, cheap freight. www.scg-grp.com
Source #006 407-641- 0113
Two green loveseats with matching
ottoman and pillows. Excellent
condition. Asking price $375 or best
offer. Call 407.367.9301.

MISCELLANEOUS
2006 Kia Rio LX, Great Condition,
Orig Owner, 33k, GPS, $9200 obo,
(727)-687-2657

QUEEN / KING EURO TOP
MATTRESS SET
Brand Newl Still in Plastic!
Starting at $150.00. Call 407-942-5543.

Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

3/2 Manufactured Home 1600sf,Split Plan, LIKE NEW, Appliances
Included, 2 Pools, Clubhouse, Minutes
to UCF, Beaches, All Ages.Why rent
when you can own? Reduced to
$39,990K Call 407-281·6~

6 1
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Corner TV cabinet. Excellent condition!
Asking price $75 or best offer. Wood
side table with drawers. Asking price
$50 or best offer. Call 407.367.9301.
Must sell by June 22.

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Gall Steve 407-267-4982
Room for rent. Minutes from UCF. Util.
incl. Private bath. Large yard. Nonsmoking. Small dog OK. $565
407-625-1678

2/2 condo in Hunter's Reserve;.1 st
floor; w/d; Occupancy Aug 15th;
$ 185,000; call
561-371-5222;561-762-5
860or561-762·4129

]~
4

350

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354

(
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Police Impounds for Sale! 94 Honda
Accord $7501 94 Toyota Camry $7501
For listings, call
(800) 366-9813 ext. 9271

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom

•

$8

,6

Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/0 ,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

2 Rooms for rent in a 3/2.
Waterfordlakes townhome. Walk to
mall. Russian speaking preferred.
$575 each utilities incl.
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

..

I

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront

Non-Smoker, !email prefered, ASAP
ne~r UCF & Waterford Lakes in a nice
qufet new house within conservation
area, W/D, $450/m plus shared util.
please call 407-249-2059
~

$5

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Room for rent. Female only. In cool
ladies home. $500 mon. 12 min to
UCF. Incl. all utilities, W/D, internet, hot
tub/pool. 407-325-6131

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

1----.

2

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. $550/mo.
( 407)620-3303

[New Log Home, 30 Home Sites & 126± Acres Selling to the Highest Bidder(s)]

Rate C
$}8

I
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1

DOWN
1 Extended gaze
2 Northern and
southern
extremes
3 All thumbs
4 Wobbled
5 Harlem hot spot

Female Roommates Wanted for fall!
To share a beautiful house in
Waterford Lakes. Hardwood Floors,
fire place, $500 a month plus utilities.
Call Carey 786-393-8285

Rate B
$}2
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The Pointe is living well.

Rate A
$8

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

3

We are 2 female students looking for
female student roomate. New thse.
Gated community. Your own private
suite with private bath. Pool/cabana.
No Pets. $375. 407-340-9887

Gulffront Parlors
and Sandpiper Suites

First issue:
Each addl issue:

8 7
4

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmil@gmail.com

Several 3 & 4 bedroom w/ garage,
many upgr.ades and options. From
$1290. Newer & nicer. 407-833-0063

1
-
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2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

Avalon, Andover, Young Pine

A
A

Upscale living. With a
splash.

1, 2 and 3BR apts. designed to
energize your life. New gourmet
kitchens, opulent baths, ind. Bosch
W/Ds, lavish amenities including 3
pools, lighted tennis court, new
clubhouse coming soon, more.
Near 436 and 1-4 in Winter Park, from
the $800s
888.482.5864 • SignalPointe.com
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
Small Apartment for rent in
Chuluota w/ private entrance. $600/mo
All utilities included cable & high speed
internet. Close to UCF & sec
Leave a message·@ 407- 365-4281

3/2 Oviedo $1375, 1933 sqft. Rent
includes lawn service. Avail. now in
quiet and desirable neighborhood.
Convenient to UCF, Siemens. Small
pets considered. Low utilities. Fenced
yard. Huge screened porch. 18" tile
throughout.(407) 221-9710
Alafaya Woods 4/2, pool, W/D, part.
furn., $1900/mo plus elect. 321-5442369, for photos email
tommiesmer@yahoo.com
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ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
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And Enter To WIN One 01
Our Weekly Prize Drawings!

SUMMER SPECIAL!

)

$545/mo.
limbed Avallabllltv

)

• LARGEST BEDROOMS
• LARGEST LIVING AREAS -' \t

)
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~titting Co//e

~e l.,ife a Breeze

'

in the student union today
or print your coupons oriline at
www.KnightNewspapers.com!
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And Enter To WIN One 01
Our weeklV Prize Drawings!
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Included Utilities
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---www.boardwalkapts.net
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I Call Today For Rates and Specials 407··384-8626
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